
Course 1:
Intro to Ezoic for Website Monetization

Welcome to: Just Start 

Hello and welcome to Just Start my name is Tyler Bishop and I am the CMO here at 
Ezoic and Just Start is kind of a new program for us and I want to thank you for taking 
part in it. It's a bit of a beta, if you will, for us meaning it's kind of an experiment. We 
believe that it is extremely helpful to aid publishers early on in their development so 
they can continue to grow and mature as they add content and develop their sites and 
that's exactly why we designed this program, so that we can basically scale this. 
Eventually we'd love to be able to make this something that's available to all 
publishers. I'm not a big fan of page view requirements and things like that that feign 
exclusivity. 

Our goal is to make the tools that growing big brand publishers use and leverage in 
their businesses every day, available to all publishers with the ease-ability, if that's a 
word, and accessibility that anyone can use and to give publishers back the control of 
these things. And that's exactly why we designed Just Start. 

So it is a four course program and we're going to be kicking off the first program right 
now. So I want to thank you for joining us and this is just a quick reminder that all four 
courses are required viewing so that you can take the test and pass it at the end.

So please make sure that you take the time to go through every course we do have 
additional study related materials that you can use along the way and we also have 
some live sessions built in so you can interact with myself and other members of the 
Ezoic team so that you can make sure that you have the knowledge and information 
necessary so that you can pass the test and start using the Ezoic platform.



Course number one. So course number one is really kind of an intro to what Ezoic is, 
where we fit inside of the ecosystem, and kind of an introduction to how online 
advertising works. So i introduced myself briefly here a moment ago…



WHO IS THIS GUY?

@TylerBishop
Tyler is an award-winning marketer, Founder of Pubtelligence at Google, and CMO of Ezoic. A veteran 
of the technology and start-up world, a digital marketing expert for start-up competitions, hosts The 

Publisher Lab podcast, and is a sought after influencer in the online publishing space. 
Tyler is also a Brazilian Jiu Jitsu black belt, C-level magician, and a dog person.

#Pubtelligence

My name is Tyler Bishop, I am the CMO. I’m also an award-winning marketer. If you 
are an award-winning marketer step one is you gotta tell everyone. I'm the founder of 
Pubtelligence, an event that we host at Google for publishers and I'm a veteran of the 
technology and startup world and I've had a lot of success, in particular, growing 
website traffic organically. I host a podcast about publishing and I do a lot of other 
things inside of the publishing space as well.



Why are we doing Just Start?

1. Help all publishers grow
a. Know we can help save money
b. Can help provide a little money
c. Data need to grow 2x as fast
d. Access to tools and tech that will be needed later

2. Rare chance to provide the education around knowledge gaps we see determine website success

3. Scale and test bringing on websites in a class format so that we can eventually make Ezoic a 
technology available to all

So why are we doing Just Start. Just Start was really designed so that we can do a lot 
of different things to help publishers grow especially early on as they are building new 
sites or developing their sites. And part of that is that the Ezoic platform provides a lot 
more tools and features that most publishers, even our own customers, I'm sure aren't 
aware of and some of these things can save you a lot of money. So we hope that we 
can both save you money and begin providing you a mechanism to start making 
money as well and we've seen over time just how much something like that can help 
motivate publishers to continue the development of their business.

We also want to try to help you understand the data from your audiences and things 
like that that can help you grow a lot faster if you take a more data driven approach. 
And additionally we're going to give you access to tools and technologies that you 
may find really helpful later on as you try to adapt to the way that the environment is 
changing. So this is a rare chance through this course to provide education that will 
allow you to get the most out of both Ezoic’s platform and also hopefully fill in some 
gaps that you might have that will make you a better publisher. We hope that this will 
ultimately be a model that we can use with all sites that want to sign up for Ezoic.



Cutting through the noise in website monetization

1. Help all publishers grow
a. Know we can help save money
b. Can help provide a little money
c. Data need to grow 2x as fast
d. Access to tools and tech that will be 

needed later

2. Rare chance to provide the education 
around knowledge gaps we see 
determine website success

3. Scale and test bringing on websites in 
a class format so that we can eventually 
make Ezoic a technology available to all

And I think one of the things that I think about quite a bit with something like Just Start 
is trying to help publishers understand a little bit more about where we fit in the 
ecosystem. Because one of the reasons why we have Ezoic and why we created it 
was so that publishers could access the tools and the technologies and realistically 
the benefits that large sites that have, you know, big teams of seo, ad ops, 
infrastructure, you know, resources, have available to them. Because right now when 
publishers begin monetizing their sites they often are left with one or two primary 
options: a lot of times they'll go down the affiliate marketing path, sometimes they'll go 
down the adsense path but oftentimes they find these mechanisms not very fruitful. 
One of the benefits of something like Ezoic is we begin putting the resources in terms 
of, you know, if you look at advertising networks and relationships and things along 
those lines that are traditionally reserved for someone that has you know a brand and 
an ad ops team setting things up for them. We put this all in your hands and then we 
also leverage things like machine learning to help you along the way.



Outsourcing is what “big sites” do… not really (we are anti-outsourcing)

1. Help all publishers grow

2. Provide education
 

3. Scale bringing on websites 

But I don't want us to be confused with outsourcing outsourcing gets this weird stigma 
I believe inside of the world of publishing because I think publishers have this idea 
that once they get quote unquote “big enough” someone will just do these things for 
them and one of the things that we've learned over time this is over a decade of 
experience in the world of advertising and ad tech it's that the names and the parties 
change but the the strategies stay the same and realistically publishers are always in 
better shape when they're in control. And you know the question then becomes, ‘well 
isn't this what Ezoic does? Aren't we an outsourced ad management or ad something 
business?’ and the answer is we're not. We're actually something a little bit different 
and that's the reason why we start the course this way is to help you understand a 
little bit better about who Ezoic is. And we're really designed to put all the tools and 
technologies that are used by major sites in your hands and you can be as hands-on 
or as hands-off as you would like to be and provide you the education on how to do 
this yourself.



What is Ezoic?

What we’re not…

● An ad network
● Ad management service provider
● Outsourced 3rd party
● Any kind of ad exchange or header bidder
● Not just for monetization actually...

So what is Ezoic um i think a lot of times we get kind of put into a box and for good 
reason i think the process of monetizing a site has grown unfortunately more complex 
over time and this means that um you know ad networks and other third parties begin 
to kind of all look the same. they use a lot of the same language and things along 
those lines. so Ezoic, i want to be very clear, we're not an ad network. An ad network 
i'll kind of go into more definitive properties of what they are a little bit later on in this 
course we're also not an ad management service provider the idea is not that you just 
kind of hand things off to a zook and we do it for you and we're not an outsourced 
third party for that reason and if you've if you have some familiarity with terms like an 
ad exchange or header bidding we're not either of those either although they are 
things that are contained inside of Ezoic and will be available to you once you start 
using the platform. 



What is Ezoic?

What we’re not…

● An ad network
● Ad management service provider
● Outsourced 3rd party
● Any kind of ad exchange or header bidder

● Not just for monetization actually...

And in fact we're not actually just for monetization and so what's in the box so what 
box are we in?



So…….WTF is Ezoic?
A technology platform for publishers…

Ability to manage...

And the box that we're in, if we're in one at all, is that we're a technology platform for 
publishers we want to give publishers the ability to manage the growing complexities 
of growing traffic, growing an audience, publishing in the digital age, and extracting 
the maximum amount of value. So the tools and the technologies that you're going to 
access immediately once you are able to complete this course are the exact same 
types of resources that major brand publishers are using many of which by using 
Ezoic. 



So…….WTF is Ezoic?
A technology platform for publishers…

Ability to manage...
○ Premium monetization 

■ Networks, testing, and technology
● Machine learning to optimize toward your own goals
● Ability to test and prove highest earning providers

And that really puts you in position to be able to manage things like premium 
monetization so access to thousands of ad networks the ability to implement really 
advanced testing done by machines, which is one of the most valuable things that you 
can do to optimize your your website ad earnings, and then also the technologies like 
header bidding and things like that that are kind of new in the space. Over the last 
probably four or five years they've really ramped up in popularity because of their 
ability to add value to publisher ad space and that's exactly what we're gonna give 
you in a easy to use platform that puts the control of these things in your hand so that 
you can decide, you know, how intricate you want to be in setting up some of these 
things versus you know kind of just flipping some switches and turning them on. 



So…….WTF is Ezoic?
A technology platform for publishers…

Ability to manage...
○ Premium monetization 

■ Networks, testing, and technology
● Machine learning to optimize toward your own goals
● Ability to test and prove highest earning providers

○ Faster/better website infrastructure
■ CDN
■ Site Speed
■ Mobile (AMP, PWA, etc.)

○ Actionable Analytics
■ Best performing writers
■ ROI of SEO + tying revenue to content

And the same can be said for things like website infrastructure. Some of you may be 
familiar with what a CDN is, some of you may not be and it's something we go into 
more detail later on in the courses but a cCDN is something that basically helps you 
deliver to your website with greater performance and faster speed to everyone across 
the globe. And the same can be said for site speed, something that didn't really have 
much of a place in the world of publishing five or six years ago but has become 
increasingly  important for publishers and something that we can assist with quite a 
lot. And that speaks to the growth of mobile.10 years ago you didn't have to worry 
about having a mobile site you didn't have to wonder about should i try amp should i 
turn my website into an app or a progressive web app, that's what a PWA is, by the 
way. And so these are the types of things that Ezoic makes very easy so if you want 
to try them you can implement these things using Ezoic so you don't have to hire a 
third-party developer to do these things. And one of the things that I think lends itself 
to “should I do this, should I do that” is data. And that's one of the things that hopefully 
through accessing our platform you will get early on which is the information to direct 
you and make decisions that push your site in the right direction early on.



So…….What is Ezoic?
A technology platform for publishers…

Ability to manage...
○ Premium monetization 

■ Networks, testing, and technology
● Machine learning to optimize toward your own goals
● Ability to test and prove highest earning providers

○ Faster/better website infrastructure
■ CDN
■ Site Speed
■ Mobile (AMP, PWA, etc.)

○ Actionable Analytics
■ Best performing writers
■ ROI of SEO + tying revenue to content

○ SEO testing
○ Video
○ Privacy & Security

■ Free tools for GDPR, SSL, CCP, Privacy Policy, etc.

So Ezoic does a lot and beyond data and the ability to monetize and improve the 
performance of your website we have a lot of other features as well as it relates to 
SEO testing and optimizing for SEO many of which are very expensive paid tools that 
are often only available through third-party software they're free on the Ezoic platform. 
The same can be said for video and having it indexed in search when you find out 
that 25% of all video views are delivered via google search you start to wonder, 
should should I host the video on my site and maybe send all that traffic to to my 
environment where I can monetize it more accurately? And the answer is you can and 
you can do it with Ezoic. 

And that also speaks to increasing complexities that you need to monetize your site 
like an SSL or complying with European GDPR regulations or California's CCPA these 
are all things that ezok can implement with clicks of a button on your site and that's 
part of the reason why we think it's so important to to provide these tools early on to 
publishers.



And if you want to make sure that your site's in good hands, it's always nice to know 
that you're working with someone that's a Google Certified Publishing Partner many of 
the sites that are attending this class, I'm sure, are planning on getting a lot of traffic 
from Google Search and want to make sure that in doing so they are in good hands in 
terms of the practices that they implement. 



Ezoic does A LOT 

“… this all seems too 
complex…”

— That’s why we created Ezoic

So I mentioned before that Ezoic does a lot, which I'm hoping that no one is feeling 
overly overwhelmed right now, but that's really the reason why we created Ezoic.



Digital Publishing is becoming more complex every year....

A decade ago to create a successful site you 
didn’t need to worry about…

● Mobile
● HTTPS/SSL
● Site Speed
● Schema Markup
● Video
● GDPR
● CCPA
● Google Discover/News
● AMP, Apps, Progressive Web Apps
● Header Bidding
● Ad Servers
● ….

Because we have felt for a very long time that digital publishing has grown almost to 
too complex, I'm of the mind that we are in the golden age of publishing, meaning this 
is one of the best times to ever be a publisher. Anyone can can set up a website and 
start creating content and access an audience and begin monetizing that traffic. But a 
decade ago if you were to do this you didn't need to worry about something like 
mobile first, you didn't have to worry about if your site has a security certificate and an 
SSL setup, you didn't have to worry about site speed or things like schema markup, if 
you're if you're a publisher maybe in the food space and you need to have the recipe 
markup, video, GDPR, CCPA, things that I've mentioned before these are all things 
that have been added on over the years and things that are creating a taller barrier of 
entry for publishers. 



Display advertising is even worse...

Both sides of this relationship want to 
ensure they get the maximum benefit from 
this deal, regardless if the other side does.

This graphic is actually a simplification of 
what the ad space is actually like.

And we really want to simplify that and that's what we've done with the platform. And 
one of the areas that we're best known for, and for good reason because it's really our 
flagship product, and that is our monetization tools. And the reason why we created 
these early on was because we saw just how many middlemen sat in between 
advertisers and publishers. This is a chart that comes out every few years and it's 
called the display LUMAscape and basically it shows you all the different parties that 
sit kind of in between. And some of these parties are adding value, some of them are 
adding very little value, and some of them are actually just skimming off the top. And 
Ezoic is really designed to help publishers sort through all of that and simplify it 
because realistically you don't want anyone sitting between you and advertisers. 
However, the scale of digital advertising is so great now that someone has to be able 
to help connect these parties in a way that allows them both to achieve their goals. 



Where 
everyone is 
trying to get 
to...

And everyone to this point has really been interested in sitting in this space so if we 
kind of break down all those parties they kind of fall into all these different kind of 
buzzwords. Sometimes these distinctions get pretty vague and while everyone in the 
space seems to be really concerned about sitting in between the publisher and the 
advertiser... 



We're really helping the publisher sit between themselves and in the audience. We 
really want to help publishers find a way to balance things like the development of 
their audiences and traffic and the revenue that they extract from them. And then also 
their user experiences. Ezoic was designed so that publishers could always find a 
way to to manage and to balance user experience with their monetization.



Why we are anti-outsourcing

And I think you're going to see that throughout the course here as we walk you 
through how to set up Ezoic and and get started. So one of the reasons why we're 
anti-outsourcing is because of the amount of money that can really be extracted from 
the publisher in those relationships. You hear about revenue sharing and things like 
that that happen between publishers and ad networks and third parties, oftentimes 
taking between 20 and 50 percent from the publisher. And we don't really think that 
that's a very fair exchange. And that's one of the reasons why Ezoic always does 30 
days free, no contracts, and allows for publishers to split tests to see for themselves 
the value that the different technologies and partners bring. And so that's one of the 
biggest reasons why Ezoic was built is so that publishers can can get this information 
and see for themselves. 



To put it simply:

And the reason is because internet advertising should be a pretty simple process. 
You have an advertiser and they really want to show ads to their target audience, 
which just so happens to be reading a publisher website, in the same way that a long 
time ago people read these things called newspapers or magazines and advertisers 
would advertise in those magazines. and so for publishers the advertiser shows the 
ads, the ad shows impressions, we borrow a lot of terms in digital advertising from the 
world of print advertising and either the impressions themselves, the views, the clicks, 
those are then exchanged and the advertiser pays the publisher this is what's known 
as programmatic advertising.

So traditionally the way that this would work is you have an advertiser, they put their 
money into a programmatic platform let's say something like a Google ads, Google 
ads manager and they say I want to target this audience. And then that same 
platform, Google in this case, would then, through adsense or ad manager, then 
display these ads on any publisher website with Google ad tags on their page. And 
this would allow them to extract revenue from this relationship but there are a lot of 
platforms and there are a lot of variables that live in between. 



To put it simply:

So it should be simple but unfortunately, it as we've seen in the LUMAscape is not 
always that way.



● Advertisers are investing more in digital 
every year

We’re in the golden age and the time to start is now...

So the good news is digital advertising is exploding and I sit here today in 2020, which 
there's been a lot of certainty in 2020, but one thing has never been more certain and 
that is that people are consuming content on digital devices faster and faster. And that 
has led advertisers to not only be continuing to grow their advertising budgets in 
digital, but to accelerate their expansion into digital advertising over the years. 



● Advertisers are investing more in digital 
every year

● Most ad spend is done through major 
exchanges and networks largely controlled 
by 2 or 3 parties

○ Google being by far the largest

We’re in the golden age and the time to start is now...

But, as probably you could predict, most ad spend is done through several major 
exchanges and networks that are largely controlled by two or three parties. And 
Google being by far uh the largest. And a lot of this is done through you know 
publishers a lot of in a lot of cases will be familiar with AdSense but they might not be 
familiar with Google's largest ad product which is Google's Ad Exchange. Which 
traditionally is only available to sites that are considerable in size and access 
Google's Ad Manager ad server. And all of this is actually available via Ezoic so it 
provides this by default to our publishers and it's actually if you go and you scroll over 
just about any website that, you know, is a big brand website that you love and you 
visit for content, you'll find that those ads are being served from... you guessed it, our 
good friends at Google. And those ads are coming from their ad exchange. And that's 
another reason why we're so anti-third party outsourcing is because in most cases 
that's all these third parties are doing is really setting up header bidding and, you 
know, providing themselves as a gatekeeper to Google's Ad Exchange. and this is 
something that we want to be able to give publishers the control of and the ability to 
implement on their own.



Obsession over where ads come from….

Networks and 
header bidders

Exchange Outsource Software/
Technology

And I think that this leads to one of the areas where the most misinformation is 
probably. And that is what all these different parties actually are and whose providing 
value because I think there's an obsession over where ads come from. So let's say 
you use something like AdSense, and then you try out a third party ad op shop, and 
then you try out Ezoic. If you earned more money when you went to the third party ad 
op shop and then you earn more money again when you move to Ezoic, you just 
think, “well wherever they're getting the ads or wherever they're getting the 
advertisers that must be where i'm making the money. It's just more advertisers, 
better, what they call ad demand”. But the truth is that most of the outsourced third 
parties and most of the web is sort of pretty easy. This stuff is kind of a commodity 
meaning it's like gasoline or petrol or diesel or whatever you use in your home country 
and that you can kind of get it anywhere. 

So Google AdSense and Rubicon and Media.net, these are examples of single ad 
networks meaning they have a direct relationship with advertisers and a direct 
relationship with publishers. There are a lot of them, literally thousands and Google 
AdSense being by far the largest single tag ad network and many ad networks also 
consider themselves quote-unquote header bidders now. I won't go too deep into 
header bidding right now or later on but it's a basically it's an additional auction that 
takes place in the head or on the server of a web publisher and basically it allows 
these ad networks to add additional bids and compete fairly when they come up 
against the second party we see here and that is ad exchanges.

So ad exchanges are a little bit like a Wall Street trading floor where lots and lots of 



ad networks compete against each other, I mentioned before Google's AdExchange 
being the largest in this part. It used to be called DoubleClick and there was a 
DoubleClick for publishers which was the ad server on the publisher side, and then 
there was DoubleClick for advertisers which is the ad server on the advertiser side. 
And it was often referred to as DFP and Google has since rebranded and they call it 
all Ad Manager. Ad Manager is the only ad server that allows you to access google's 
big ad exchange. There are a couple other major ad exchanges which are included in 
Ezoic as well but they're far less dominant and there are far fewer of them. There are 
ad networks and so the ad networks will compete oftentimes in header bidding and 
inside of these exchanges. And so this is giving you access to lots and lots of ad 
networks so with the Ezoic you literally are having you know thousands of different ad 
networks bidding on your inventory. 

Now when you outsource to third parties, oftentimes all you're doing is getting access 
to the exact same ad demand and the difference often is how many ads are on the 
page or how well someone actually does in setting up the things like bid floors and 
things like that. And as good as humans can be at this, they're not really great at 
being able to optimize for each visitor. It would take so many decisions to do that, that 
would be almost impossible. And that's where something like Ezoic comes in where 
we take all of the ad demand that you would want to access to monetize and 
maximize the value of your ad space and we help you basically test and implement it 
on your site very easily using things like machine learning and drag and drop add 
placeholders so you don't have to, you know, write any code or drop any code on your 
site if you don't want to.



Why use Ezoic for Monetization?

Make it all available automatically 
and give publishers the control

● Ad networks
● Ad Exchanges (including Google AdX)
● Header Bidders (header bidding)
● Native ad networks
● Directly sold deals
● Allow you to connect any existing partners

So then begs the question why use Ezoic for monetization at all? And if there's all 
these other things out there, can I just set these things up myself? And realistically in 
many cases the ad networks, the ad exchanges, they all have their own rules or they 
all have their own kind of thresholds for being able to work with publishers. And I think 
there's this idea that pageviews and having, you know, more than a hundred thousand 
or more than five hundred thousand is what these ad networks, or exchanges, or 
header bidders or native ad networks are looking for. But realistically those are so 
small to them. Most of these parties don't want to work directly with publishers until 
they have 50 million, 75 million impressions per month and that's why Ezoic is a 
partner with all of them, so that our publishers can access all of these things 
immediately. 

Ezoic also does direct deals with major advertisers, someone like Hilton Hotels for 
example or Southwest Airlines. These are advertisers that we actually are able to 
secure through direct deals on certain different types of sites or sites in particular 
categories or niches. We'll actually implement these direct deals with advertisers on 
their sites when they're available. And this allows you to make sure that any possible 
way that you could be extracting revenue on your site from ad demand that's out there 
is available to you. 

And if you have a relationship currently with any existing ad partners you can actually 
plug them into Ezoic as well. It's actually one of the best litmus tests for whether or 
not someone is actually a third party or if they're an actual ad network or exchange 
because if you can plug them into Ezoic, they're a real network or exchange. And if 



not, they may just be trying to trick you into outsourcing to them.



And so one of the things that we believe makes the biggest difference for websites is 
the ability to treat visitors the same way that advertisers do. So publishers are 
oftentimes a little bit behind. So advertisers, as anyone could imagine, if you use a 
platform like Google Ads, you can target visitors based on device types, 
demographics, previous browsing behavior, their gender, their parental status, 
thousands and thousands of different variables that they can use to define who they 
want to show their ads to. 



But digital publishers, on the other hand, have still been treating and displaying ads to 
visitors the same way that they have since the days of print. And that's something that 
we've been working really diligently on for almost a decade now to improve. And that 
is the ability to understand which advertisers are bidding on what types of visitors, 
how visitors interact with the site, meaning do lots of ads cause, you know, visitors 
from google search that are visiting for the first time to bounce? If so let's show fewer 
ads that they'll maybe visit more pages. And you can actually make more money by 
showing them fewer ads over a number of pages rather than trying to jam a bunch of 
ads in and scaring the visitor off. These are all the types of things that personalization 
allows you to do and so anytime you go to a website and you see all the ads in the 
same locations to every visitor, that's money being left on the table and that is 
something that resort fundamentally solves.



This is actually how you optimize your relative ad rates

And this speaks to not only just being able to optimize for the visitors experience, it 
speaks to being able to optimize for the supply and demand. Some visitors are going 
to have a lot more advertisers bidding to reach them than others. You can imagine, 
there are some visitors for your site that obviously advertisers see is very, you know, 
high priced targets. Maybe you're trying to sell them a big ticket item. maybe lots of 
advertisers are. you want to maximize that. On the flip side you have other visitors 
where the prices are going to be lower being able to control how many ads the sizes 
and the locations all will determine how much demand, how many advertisers are 
wanting to bid and what they're willing to bid for sizes and locations, and then the 
supply. And being able to personalize that on a per visitor basis gives Ezoic a big 
advantage.



In a perfect world...

Advertisers would pay a fair price to advertise on a 
publisher’s site and reach their ideal audience.

These fair prices would be determined by impressions 
(seeing an ad) and clicks (clicking on an ad) for ad 
inventory (space for ads).

So in a perfect world advertisers would just pay a fair price to all publishers but they 
don't do it in averages. So advertisers are going to be different for each visitor so why 
would you show each visitor the same ad locations, ad sizes, ad types? 



Using machines is the only way to reliable work on this over time

And realistically using machines is really the only way to get this right. So Ezoic will 
do things like, if you were able to determine the specific device type. So you take a 
desktop computer for example. A desktop and a laptop computer both show in and 
something like a Google Analytics or Ezoic’s Analytics as a desktop. So desktop 
visitors maybe a 970 by 250 ad earns a lot of money but the device dimensions 
maybe make a big difference. And the reason for this is on certain dimensions the ad 
may push the content down so far that maybe the engagement is a lot lower. And one 
of the things that Ezoic can do is make adjustments based on little variables like the 
device screen dimensions, the the weather of where the visitors coming from, and a 
lot of other variables and being able to make these real-time adjustments based on 
who's visiting and what types of devices they're visiting on allows Ezoic to make sure 
that you're earning the maximum amount of revenue for every visitor without having to 
just jam more ads in.



Using machines is the only way to reliable work on this over time

Another example that I love is, I mentioned the supply and demand earlier, and supply 
and demand doesn't just work on the number of ad locations, it works also on the 
location itself but also the size. So a 300 by 250 ad is a pretty square ad and it's one 
of the most common in the world. And so when you show a 300 by 250 ad on a site 
you can bet that there's usually a fair amount of competition. However in Sweden 
there's an ad size and it's a 250 by 360. It's that rectangular shaped one right there 
and that rectangular shaped ad has a particular amount of favor with Swedish 
advertisers. And so in Sweden, the 250 by 360 is bid on by Swedish advertisers more 
so than the 300 by 250. So this means that when people visit from most parts of the 
world, you probably want to show them a 300 by 250 but then the people coming from 
a Swedish geo location probably should see that 250 by 360. While it seems kind of a 
boring decision it adds up over time and now you start to think about, “well how does 
ad size relate to the traffic source? What about Swedish visitors from facebook, or 
google, or twitter?” and you start to realize that there are a lot of decisions to make at 
once and a lot of different rules that you would have to implement on your site to 
extract the right amount of revenue from every visitor. And Ezoic does this all 
automatically. 
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And that leads to the next question that I usually get around this time and that is “how 
much money can my website make? We're all growing websites right now”, most of 
the people in this class, that is, and that you would like to know like “how much money 
am I going to be able to make off this thing?” and the answer that I always tell people 
is that the site that you're making and what type of content that you make in the 
category, that matters very little compared to matching that data that you start to 
receive on your site to the types of content that you create. Meaning the niche or the 
category matters far less than being able to understand what content already on your 
site is beginning to make more money than other content.



The value of your visitors are 
determined by 3 things…

1. Attributes you control

2. Attributes don’t control

3. How you measure value

So one of the best things that I like to point out is that basically three things determine 
how much your site can make from advertising. 

(1) Attributes that you can control—things like the ad size, the ad density, the ad 
location, the combination of different ads on the page. 
(2) And then attributes that you don't control—meaning where the visitors are coming 
from, what country, did they visit the site before, are they coming from google are they 
coming directly, did they come from an email, what page are they landing on. These 
things all have a determining factor yet you can't control them. 
(3) And how you measure value is the other really big point of this and that is because 
you could actually measure value in a way that would make you earn less money 
overall. And that's something that's a major concern in this space and something that 
will help you understand better in some of the next editions of the course.



The value of your visitors are 
determined by 3 things…

1. Attributes you control

2. Attributes don’t control

3. How you measure value



What determines how much a 
site can earn from ads?

So what determines how much a site can earn from ads? 



How much money can I make with Ezoic?

Anywhere from $1 to $1,000 per thousand visitors. Ezoic has sites with both. There is no ‘average’ 
because every site is different, even ones that seem very similar.

Example:

Here are two sites that are very similar, but one gets $8 session RPM and the other earns $22 session RPM.

Well here's some examples. This is a site where we actually have two here, 
and they're both on skateboarding. And I always tell people that sites with 
Ezoic can make anywhere from $1 to $1,000 per thousand visitors. And we 
have sites that have visitors that earn them both. So you may have a site 
where one landing page earns $1 per thousand visits and another earns 
$1,000 per thousand visits and it's the same website. So what content 
would you want to make more of, the content that makes $1,000 per 
thousand visitors or the content that makes $1? I'll assume that you've 
picked the former, just kidding. 

Ezoic basically gives every site the ability to to optimize everything that 
they can but really understanding that two sites that are in the same 
category or may even look really similar are unlikely to earn anything close 
just based on the broad fact that they're both about skateboards. You 
know this one for example one gets an $8 session RPM, which is revenue 
per thousand visitors, the other gets $22—both on skateboarding, both 
really similar visitors. So what's the difference? Well it's the content itself. 
The one that earns $22 actually has a lot more how-to content. The other 
has a lot more review content and that difference is the difference 
between the $22 and the $8. Not that one's about skateboards, because 
they're both about skateboards. So I think that is a major misconception 
and something we're going to go into deeper as we get into the course.





How much money can I make? (cont’d.)

You can even see as you drill down even deeper, because I think something 
like “oh I have US traffic so it should be more valuable”...Well if you zoom in on 
the United States you can see that you actually have to even go deeper than 
that because there are some states in the US that actually have much higher 
cpms on average than others. And you can drill down even further by looking 
at cities, and states, and zip codes but realistically it's not as important as what 
the advertising demand looks like. So each of these individual variables do 
matter but they don't matter often in the way that people think, meaning, “if I 
just get more us traffic I'll earn more money”... it doesn't necessarily work that 
way.



adrevenueindex.ezoic.com

And one of the best tools that I like for being able to kind of see how ad rates fluctuate 
over time is our Ad Revenue Index. For those that maybe are unfamiliar, ad rates 
change a lot. So today and tomorrow I might not earn the same amount of money 
from ads each day. The same can be said if you look year over year or even month to 
month because traditionally advertisers have different seasonal patterns and one the 
most pronounced is the one that happens in Q4. So towards the holiday season, 
particularly in November when there's a lot of holiday shopping, ad rates skyrocket as 
advertisers attempt to reach their audiences. And so that means that ad rates are way 
way up. However, in January these ad campaigns run out and unfortunately that 
means that ad rates drop. And the Ad Revenue Index gives you an idea of, are ad 
rates up for just me, or are they down for just me, or is it everyone? And we allow you 
to kind of look at this by country because again it gives you a little bit better idea of 
things like ad rates and how they fluctuate.

http://adrevenueindex.ezoic.com


2020 and the spread of COVID-19 have impacted ad rates...

And COVID-19 has impacted this pretty considerably. You can see some data up until 
July here and that is that, you know, ad rates dropped at the start of the pandemic 
and they've started to recover. And as we've seen more and more digital dollars flow 
into online commerce these things have started to recover and we hope that that'll 
continue to be the case.



3 sites with majority US traffic all about the same age on the exact same technology

$11 EPMV $15 EPMV $25 EPMV

And I think that there's no better example of this sort of, you know, the niche not being 
the ultimate determining factor then there's three sites that all use Ezoic that all are on 
one exact form of technology, without getting too specific, trust me when I tell you they 
are on the exact same topic. And they all get the majority of the traffic from the US. 
Yet one earns an $11 EPMV, another $15 EPMV, and another $25 EPMV. And the 
difference really is the pages that get the majority of the traffic. So if we look at the 
$25 EPMV site, what we learn is that the majority of the page views to the site are 
coming to a handful of landing pages that earn very high EPMV. And the opposite can 
be said for the the site that has the $11 EPMV and the the main reason is because 
the majority of the traffic on the pages if you look at that $11 EPMV site, they actually 
have landing pages where people come from Google Search that they may be 
earning between $30-40 per thousand visitors. They just don't get a lot of visitors to 
those pages and so we're going to walk you through later on in the course how do you 
basically, you know, find ways to create more content that's high earning and maybe 
even modify some of your existing content as you go so that it earns more revenue.



You may be earning 3-4x your average on your own site and not even know it

And this is a good example of that, so you can see on this site here, we're looking 
inside of Ezoic Analytics and you can see their average EPMV is $4.11 yet there are 
pages when we start looking at you know pages that are getting traffic that people are 
landing on that are in many cases twice their average EPMV and this is one of the 
things we really want to help publishers understand better as a part of this course and 
just in general with our technology.



More About Just Start
● Access to Ezoic Monetization will be available to all that complete all 4 

courses and take the final test and pass

● Slides and recording available - also live tutoring sessions from the main 
Just Start landing page

● Questions can go to juststart@ezoic.com

And so that ends course number one. I know it's long and these courses are often 
dense especially if a lot of this information is brand new to you, but I just want to kind 
of hammer home a couple main points as we keep going:

To access Ezoic monetization features that we've talked about here today you must 
complete all four courses, there are three more courses, and take the final test and 
pass. You cannot take the test as much as you like you can actually only take it 
ONCE. And so I do want to highlight that.

I also want to mention that the slides and the recordings of these are all available. 
questions will be answered and posted and you can also access our live tutoring and 
things along those lines as we move through the courses and this information is 
immensely valuable as well because being able to make sure you understand 
something or ask any questions to team members in these live sessions. 

I think it is worth your time and so I would definitely schedule time to attend one of 
those if you can and they do have some sample questions that they'll be going 
through but try to come with a couple questions from the course. 

The next courses will focus on how to set up and get the most out of your Ezoic 
account and basically how to continue growing using good data and decision making 
like how I've talked about towards the end of this first course. 

And if you haven't already we'd love to have you give us a little bit of feedback on our 

mailto:juststart@ezoic.com


entry survey and that will help give us a better idea of sort of your expectations 
heading into the program. 

So that's it you did it or we did it I guess! You've made it through course number one. I 
will see you on the next few courses here is a part of Just Start.


